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Primary Voice is a social documentary project that uses new forms of media to 
engage a wide range of audiences. Started in 2014 by Mikaela Kvan, the practice 
has been interested in bearing witness to radical urban transformations by 
documenting the lives of industrial workers as they move from their rural origins 
in countries throughout Asia and, in particular, Cambodia. 

With the exhibition Urban Seam, Primary Voice presents the everyday life of factory 
workers in Cambodia. Visitors will be asked to reproduce the gests and actions of 
workers via an immersive video installation.

France is one of the largest consumers of Cambodian-made goods in Europe. In 
2016 alone imports reached approximately 920 million euros*. And even after the 
end of French oversight and colonial rule ended in 1953 the continuing state of 
interdependence between the inhabitants of these two countries remains largely 
unknown. 

Urban Seam explores the hidden social and urban connections that exist between 
Cambodia and France today. While exploring France’s dependence on Cambodia’s 
industrial production, we present the capitol city of Cambodia, Phnom Penh, and 
the lives of its citizens. 

Urban Seam will not simple show you Phnom Penh. You must also work to 
understand the process of its development. Thanks to an immersive experience, 
we examine together the impact of our daily life in France in parallel to the everyday 
in Cambodia.

© Sok Chanrado for Primary Voice, 2014

*https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/country-files/cambodia/france-and-cambodia/
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About

Primary Voice

Primary Voice is a social documentary project that uses new forms of media to 
engage a wide range of audiences. Started in 2014 by Mikaela Kvan, the practice 
has been interested in bearing witness to radical urban transformations by 
documenting the lives of industrial workers as they move from their rural origins in 
countries throughout Asia and, in particular, Cambodia. At its roots Primary Voice 
aims to give voice to those who are typically overlooked and to remove as much 
distance as possible between those who speak and those who watch. 

Primary Voice has previously been supported by the generousity of the 
India-China Institute at The New School and the Starr Foundation. 

Team

Mikaela Kvan is a designer and researcher. She earned her bachelors degree in 
Urban Design from Parsons The New School for Design. In 2017 she started her 
studies in industrial design at ENSCI-Les Ateliers. She has published, exhibited 
and presented her work with Primary Voice in the USA and abroad.  

Sok Chanrado is a filmmaker based in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. He completed his 
training at SaSa Art Projects and Bophana Audiovisual Resource Center in Cambodia. 
He films has been presented in Phnom Penh, Tokyo, Singapore, Geneva, Paris and 
New York City. He has been working with Primary Voice since its beginning. 

Mathieu Emyeoud continues his training in industrial design at ENSCI-Les Ateliers 
after finishing a degree in information technology at the Paris Sorbonne. For 
Primary Voice he is collaborating in the development of a interactive and dynamic 
exhibition. 

Jean-Alex Quach is a student at ENSCI-Les Ateliers. He has worked as a volunteer 
designer for the world renown Cambodian NGO Friends. International based in 
Phnom Penh. Jean-Alex is collaborating in the development of this exhibitions 
graphic design.
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L’ENSCI - Les Ateliers

Born of a political will in 1982, the École Nationale Supérieure de Creation 
Industrielle (ENSCI - Les Ateliers) is the only national school exclusively devoted 
to industrial creation and design in France.

It was at that moment we began breaking with academic models by placing creation 
at the heart of the concerns of industrial production and thus reconnecting with 
the spirit of the Bauhaus or Black Mountain College. Near the Place de la Bastille, 
in the heart of Paris, the ENSCI - Les Ateliers occupies a historic place in the former 
studios of the decorator Jansen. The school has kept the spirit of these workshops, 
while opening up to the most contemporary technologies.

A public institution of an industrial and commercial nature, the ENSCI is placed 
under the dual supervision of the ministries responsible for culture and industry 
and enjoys recognition and national and international integration.
It is ranked second in European and American schools and universities in the Red 
Dot Design Ranking 2016. The school is a founding member of a community of 
universities and institutions, the COMUE heSam.

Two diplomas are offered in initial training: Textile Designer and Industrial Creator, 
each raised to the rank of a Master. In the field of continuing education, the ENSCI 
provides short courses and delivers two specialized Masters, accredited by the 
Conférence des Grandes Écoles, as well as a post-graduate.

From its inception, ENSCI has developed an innovative pedagogy based on project 
and individualized path, and a pupil-centered approach of each student’s path, in 
contrast to classical chronological studies, where pupils with very varied profiles 
are actors of their own training.

At l’ENSCI – Les Ateliers, we “learn by doing”: we experiment, we proceed by 
iteration, we handle uncertainties. We learn to manage complexity, to design uses 
and systems in a socially responsible way. 

Contacts
primaryvoice.expo@gmail.com
Mikaela Kvan / +33 6 58 80 89 15
Mathieu Eymeoud / +33 6 34 45 08 66
www.primaryvoice.org / @primaryvoice
www.ensci.com


